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Dear editor,

Owing to the recent advancements in the field of Internet of

things (IoT), the use of IoT devices has increased in every

aspect of human life, such as smart cities, Internet of medi-

cal things, and Internet of vehicles [1]. Such devices gather

data from the surrounding environment and communicate

with each other via the Internet. However, it is difficult for

such non-trustable devices to collaborate without a trusted

intermediary [2]. According to IBM, blockchains [3,4], which

have been developed over the past 10 years, are expected to

play a vital role in the field of IoT technology [5]. They can

build trust between IoT devices, reduce the risks of collusion

and tampering, and reduce costs by eliminating the over-

heads associated with middlemen and intermediaries. The

blockchain-IoT combination is a powerful tool and facilitates

significant transformations in several IoT applications. For

example, Li et al. [6] proposed the use of a credit-based

payment for fast computing resource trading in an edge-

assisted blockchain-enabled IoT application; Additionally, a

lightweight blockchain-based platform for industrial IoT has

been presented to address security, trust, and island con-

nection problems in the process of industrial IoT ecosystem

construction [7].

As a key element in blockchain systems, existing con-

sensus algorithms possess some limitations, such as waste

of energy, low throughput, high latency, and high net-

work communication requirements [8]. This study focuses

on the design of a highly efficient consensus algorithm for

IoT blockchains. Herein, Teegraph, which includes a gossip

protocol-based message communication mechanism to gen-

erate a directed acyclic graph (DAG)-based data structure

for a highly efficient consensus process, is proposed. Tee-

graph uses a TEE-based “single-use of self-parent” mecha-

nism to assure that an IoT device can never equivocate when

sending messages. It also assures the dynamic changing of

the consensus subject mechanism to deal with the situations

wherein device-swarms are separated or gathered together

for different tasks. When no new transactions are created,

Teegraph acts like a resource-saving mechanism for reducing

communication overhead and saves storage space. Herein, a

proof-of-concept implementation of Teegraph has been pre-

sented. Simulation results demonstrate that Teegraph out-

performs Hashgraph [9] from the viewpoint of throughput

and latency; herein, we implement the consortium version

of Hashgraph.

Teegraph. In Teegraph, there are no accountants for col-

lecting transactions. A node generates transactions, places

them in an event, and then sends the event to the network

by selecting a random neighbor as the destination. Herein,

a node sends to the neighbor all the events that he knows

while his neighbor does not. Similar to Hashgraph, every

node has a column. According to the received events, nodes

can generate DAGs locally, as shown in Figure 1(a)(left).

There are four nodes, namely A, B, C, and D. While de-

termining whether an event reaches consensus or not, each

node can calculate how other nodes would vote for the given

event according to the DAG.

A malicious node launches a fork attack by creating two

different events and placing them at the same position in

its column, and then sending them to different neighbors, as

shown in Figure 1(a)(right). Malicious node B creates two

events, events 5 and 5’, and they have the same self-parent

(event 3). Node B sends them to two different neighbors,

i.e., nodes A and C. In Hashgraph, a single-node fork at-

tack requires considerably low cost and cannot be discovered

quickly and easily. Once the attack is discovered, it must roll

back all the related events; therefore, the cost of recovering

from a single-node attack is considerably high. Moreover, if

a malicious node continues doing this, events from honest

nodes will never reach consensus. Resultantly, the liveness

of Hashgraph cannot be guaranteed unless Hashgraph is de-

ployed as a consortium blockchain, wherein the number of

participants for the consensus process is specified and the

identities of participants are known to each other.

In Teegraph, we take advantage of the TEE for pre-

venting fork attacks. We have designed the “single-use of

self-parent” mechanism, wherein TEEs guarantee that each
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) Hashgraph (left) and fork attack (right); (b) “single-use of self-parent” mechanism;

(c) simulation result of throughput; (d) simulation result of latency.

event can only be a self-parent once. The first event created

by a node has no parents; therefore, we set both the parents

to zero. As shown in Figure 1(b), before being sent to the

network, an event must obtain a signature from the TEE to

prove that its self-parent is set as a self-parent only once. All

nodes in the system fully trust the TEEs and believe that

TEEs do not lie. There are four steps involved in obtaining

the TEE’s trusted signature: (1) the node sends event n to

the TEE; (2) the TEE compares event n’s self-parent hash

to the hash of event n− 1 stored in its memory; (3) if both

the hashes are equal, the TEE signs event n and sends it

back to the node; and (4) the TEE stores the hash of event

n to replace the hash of event n−1 in its memory. In step 3,

if the hashes are not equal, TEE dumps event n and stops

the process to wait for the next event. In other words, if

event n − 1 in TEE’s memory is set as the self-parent of

event n, event n− 1 will be immediately replaced by event

n in the TEE’s memory. Therefore, a node can never create

two different events with the same self-parent, which means

that a fork attack cannot occur. For Hashgraph, before an

event reaches consensus, it must obtain votes from greater

than 2/3 of all nodes for no less than three rounds. On the

contrary, Teegraph only requires votes from greater than 1/2

of all nodes in a single round because the TEE prevents fork

attacks.

In some IoT scenarios, different types of devices may form

a swarm and work together to accomplish a task without

a trusted intermediary. Data sharing between these non-

trustable devices is required for such collaboration, and the

shared data must reach consensus among these devices be-

fore the swarm uses the data. Most consensus algorithms

can achieve this when the consensus subjects are always the

same, e.g., when nodes are not replaced, no new nodes join

and no nodes exit. However, often there are multiple sub-

tasks, which require the swarm to be separated as several dif-

ferent sub-swarms. After completing their sub-tasks, these

sub-swarms may recombine for another new task. There-

fore, when consensus subjects change continuously without

the support of a trusted intermediary, the consensus algo-

rithm for IoT blockchains must have the ability to reach

consensus. In Teegraph, any node can trigger the swarm

separation or sub-swarm’ combinations by creating a spe-

cial event containing a node-list of the new swarm. If a

node agrees with this proposal, it will store this event and

only communicate with nodes in the new node-list; other-

wise, it will dump the given event. When this special event

reaches half of the nodes in the list, the consensus subjects’

changing becomes effective. Then, an event reaches consen-

sus when it obtains more than one-half of the votes from the

node-list.

The original Hashgraph requires each node to create and

send events all the time. Even a node that does not have

a transaction to send must create and send empty events

containing zero transactions. However, when no new trans-

actions are created and all transactions in Hashgraph have

reached consensus, empty events do not contribute to the

system, i.e., such empty events waste the network and stor-

age resources. In Teegraph, to address this limitation, we

propose a resource-saving mechanism that allows nodes to

stop gossiping at an appropriate time. Before a given node

creates and sends an empty event, the node can evaluate

whether it should do so according to the Teegraph structure

it holds.

Simulation. To demonstrate the efficiency of the pro-

posed algorithm, we present a proof-of-concept implementa-

tion of the TEE within Teegraph. In this simulation, there

were a total of 50 nodes, and we simulated different num-

bers of failure nodes ranging from 1 to 24 (24 < 50/2).

Each node was simulated as a Java thread. Herein, r and

p denote event request interval (rather than sending events

to neighbors, each node requests events from its neighbors)

and event propagation time, respectively. Therefore, net-

work delay is expressed as r + p. Herein, (r + p) was set to

200 ms during the simulation. We compared the throughput

(eps: the number of events handled per second) and latency

(ltc: the average time for an event to reach consensus) of

Teegraph to those of Hashgraph (consortium version). Re-

sults are shown in Figures 1(c) and (d). Results suggest

that the throughput was reduced and latency increased with

an increase in the number of failure nodes. Teegraph is not

considerably affected when failure nodes increase and it out-

performs Hashgraph. Moreover, when the number of fail-

ure nodes is greater than 16 (16 < 50/3 < 17), Hashgraph

stops working, whereas Teegraph continues to function up

to greater than 24 failure nodes.

Conclusion. TEE and DAG are two innovative technolo-

gies used to build highly efficient blockchains. Herein, we

propose an efficient Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus al-

gorithm, Teegraph, for IoT device collaboration. We use

the gossip protocol for message communication and present
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a TEE-based “single-use of self-parent” mechanism to guar-

antee that a malicious node can never launch a fork attack.

Then, we design a DAG-based consensus process that can

support dynamic changes to the consensus subjects. We

also design a resource-saving mechanism, which is not avail-

able in Hashgraph, to reduce communication overhead and

storage requirements when no new transactions are created.

A proof-of-concept implementation of Teegraph is also pre-

sented, and the simulation results demonstrate that the pro-

posed Teegraph outperforms Hashgraph from the viewpoint

of throughput and latency. In the future, we plan to focus

on distributed consensus on resource-limited IoT devices,

blockchain security, and decentralized schemes for IoT.
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